With toy modelling of conceptual aspects of quantum cosmology and the problem of time in quantum gravity in mind, I study the classical and quantum dynamics of the scalefree triangle formed by 3 particles in 2-d. The shape spaces (configuration spaces for scalefree systems) both for this and for 4 particles in 1-d are spheres. Three quantities u whose squares sum to one play the role of Cartesian coordinates for an auxiliary surrounding flat 3-space and are then good variables from the perspective of kinematical quantization. These quantities turn out to be obvious ratios of relative separations for 4 particles in 1-d and rather less trivial Dragt-type coordinates in the case of the triangle. In each case, the u furthermore admit useful interpretation as shape quantities; the triangle's three Dragt-type coordinates are an ellipicity of the system's moments of inertia, a measure of anisoscelesness and the triangle's area up to proportionality. I promote these quantities at the quantum level to operators whose expectation and spread are then useful in understanding the quantum states of the system. Additionally, I tessellate the mass-weighted shape sphere by its physical interpretation as the triangle, which parallels partitioning the night sky zodiacally and austro-boreally; juxtaposing this with classical trajectories/quantum mechanical wavefunctions permits straightforward reading off of the sequence of triangles in the motion/how probable each triangle is. I explain how features desirable for quantum cosmology cause one's models to depart in detail from somewhat similar models already studied in molecular physics. I include applications to multiverse modelling and to timeless approaches to the problem of time.
Introduction
RPM's are, furthermore, useful models of Quantum Cosmology and of the Problem of Time in Quantum Gravity because of quite a number of analogies between them and the canonical geometrodynamics formulation of GR. As well as the abovementioned establishment that GR (as spatially compact without boundary geometrodynamics) is relational in direct parallel to RPM's, see Sec 2.2 for further aspects of this analogy at the level of configuration spaces, [1] for a recent summary and [21, 10, 43, 48, 24, 14, 5, 4] for some further original sources. These analogies include some aspects for which the historically more studied toy model, minisuperspace [31, 32, 33] has no (or but trivial) analogues. Namely, 1) an important feature of GR is its linear momentum constraint, and this causes substantial complications e.g. in attempted resolutions of the Problem of Time [21, 22] . The zero total angular momentum constraint of RPM's is a nontrivial analogue of this in a number of ways. 2) Another feature of GR that has an analogue for RPM's but not for minisuperspace is having a notion of localization and thus of structure formation. (Minisuperspace is, however, closer to GR in having more specific and GR-inherited potentials and indefinite kinetic terms, so that it and RPM's are to some extent complementary in their similarities to GR, and thus in the ways in which they are useful as toy models of GR. Midisuperspace [49] has both sets of features at once, but at the expense of Problem of Time calculations then often being intractably hard.)
These analogies also include numerous (but by no means all) facets of the Problem of Time and of the various tentative strategies that have been put forward to get around this. This notorious Problem of Time occurs because 'time' takes a different meaning in each of GR and ordinary Quantum Theory. This incompatibility underscores a number of problems with trying to replace these two branches with a single framework in situations in which the premises of both apply, namely in black holes and in the very early universe. One facet of the Problem of Time that shows up in attempting canonical quantization is that the lack of linear momentum dependence of the GR Hamiltonian constraint gives a frozen (i.e. timeless or stationary) quantum equation -the Wheeler-DeWitt equation. This has a direct counterpart in RPM's: these possess an 'energy constraint' that likewise lacks in linear momentum dependence. Various of the strategies for dealing with the Problem of Time that have RPM counterparts are considered in Sec 7. Timeless strategies include the abovementioned naïve Schrödinger equation, and records theory [for which feature 2) is an important ingredient].
Further foundational issues in Quantum Cosmology that may be addressable at least qualitatively using RPM toy models are as follows. Does structure formation in the universe have a quantum-mechanical origin? In GR, studying this requires midisuperspace or at least inhomogeneous perturbations about minisuperspace, which are of great difficulty. There are also a number of difficulties associated with closed system physics and observables, speculations on initial conditions, the meaning and form of Ψ (e.g. whether a uniform state is to play an important role) and the origin of the arrow of time [33, 11, 50, 38] . This paper covers scalefree RPM's. These are more straightforward in a number of ways than scaled RPM's (which, however, are more tightly analogous to standard Classical and Quantum Cosmology, so that they are also under study [2, 15, 27, 28] ; moreover, the scalefree case's dynamics of pure shape occurs within the scaled case as a subproblem, so it makes good sense to study the scalefree case first). Each of 4-stop metroland and triangleland possesses a distinct useful feature as regards these Problem of Time and Quantum Cosmology applications. The former can be split into subsystems, each of which is nontrivial [useful as regards feature 2) and subsequently in timeless records theory approach [51, 53, 52, 11, 25] ], while the latter possesses feature 1) even in the more quantum cosmologically desirable scaled case. 4 particles in 2-d ('quadrilateralland') [54] possesses both of these features at once but is rather more involved to study, so that it makes sense to fully understand 4-stop metroland and triangleland first.
In Sec 2, I consider the configuration spaces for RPM models and their GR counterparts. I then consider tessellation of the configuration space by the corresponding mechanical interpretation of each region thereupon. For the shape sphere of 4-stop metroland, the mechanical interpretation involves [1] the tessellation associated with the cube-octahaedron dual pair. The current paper's mechanical interpretation of the shape sphere of triangleland involves a different tessellation that has the form of the split of the night sky into both the 12 signs of the Zodiac and into austral and boreal hemispheres, with equilateral triangles at the poles and collinear configurations on the equator. I use this tessellation to extract a detailed qualitative interpretation of the classical potentials and solutions of [3] in Sec 3 and of the QM probability density functions of [4] in Sec 4. It is also useful in revealing differential-geometric subtleties with the physical interpretation.
I also consider three quantities u ∆ whose squares sum to one play the role of Cartesian coordinates of a surrounding R 3 and furthermore are good variables as regards kinematical quantization. Moreover, these quantities turn out to have an entirely different meaning for each of these two problems -obvious ratios for 4 particles on a line and rather less trivial Dragt-type coordinates [55] for triangleland. Nevertheless, one can go quite far in the study of both problems jointly in terms of u ∆ of unspecified nature, and subsequently enhance the study of what turns out to be the harder case (the triangle) by transcribing from the obvious ratios to the Dragt-type coordinates. In each case, the u ∆ furthermore admit useful interpretation as shape quantities; the triangle's three Dragt-type coordinates are an ellipicity of the system's moments of inertia and a measure of anisoscelesness (both with respect to a given clustering) and a quantity proportional to the area of the triangle (which is clustering-independent).
In Sec 3, I consider the meaning of triangleland's conserved quantities, and provide further interpretation of some simple classical solutions of triangleland by means of the tessellation and shape quantities methods. In Sec 4 and 5 I apply these methods at the quantum level, the shape quantities now being promoted to operators whose expectations and spreads I compute. [As occurs in the analogous study of the hydrogen atom, neither this 'means and variances' study nor the 'modes and nodes' study (of [4] and in Secs 4 and 5) are particularly reliable each on their own, but one does get a better overall picture by considering both of them side by side.] I also employ a wider range of bases for the orbitals -that adapted to the natural axis picked out by the equilateral triangle as well as those adapted to each clustering's double collision and/or to a symmetry axis provided by the potential. By these means I provide an improved picture of the quantum cosmological scalefree triangle.
I end with more details of the contrast with actual Molecular Physics models and various Quantum Cosmology and Problem of Time in Quantum Gravity applications. In particular, I include multiverse and uniform-state considerations in Sec 6, and, in Sec 7.1, I use the naïve Schrödinger interpretation to compute the probability that the triangular model universe is almost equilateral (which is uniform in one sense and large in another). Almost collinear? Almost-isosceles? In Sec 7.2, I list calculations concerning various further approaches to the Problem of Time that are reasonably accessible for triangleland. Finally, in Sec 7.3, I consider how Problem of Time modelling is further improved by building the RPM program up to concrete quadrilateralland calculations encompassing features 1) and 2) together. (combinations of relative position vectors r IJ = q J − q I between particles into inter-particle cluster vectors that are such that the kinetic term is cast in diagonal form, with associated cluster masses µ i ). In fact, I use mass-weighted relative Jacobi coordinates ι i = √ µ i R i (see Fig 1) , their squares the partial moments of inertia I i = µ i |R i | 2 and normalized versions, n i = ι i /ι and N i = I i /I, where I is the total moment of inertia and ι = √ I. I label all of these coordinates according to the clustering information which each requires for specific use as follows. I use {a...c} to denote a cluster composed of particles a, ... c, ordered left to right in 1-d and anticlockwise in 2-d. I take these to be distinct from their right to left and clockwise counterparts respectively, i.e., I consider unoriented configurations (which produce simpler mathematics, c.f. [57] ). I insert commas to indicate a clustering, i.e. a partition into clusters. These notations also cover collisions, in which constituent clusters collapse to a point. In triangleland, I use (a) as shorthand for {a, bc} where a,b,c form a cycle. In 4-stop metroland, I use (Hb) as shorthand for {1b,cd} (H-shaped clustering) and (Ka) as shorthand for {a,bcd} (K-shaped clustering) where b,c,d and a,b,c,d each form a cycle. , and
Some of the simpler RPMs' shape spaces are 2-spheres
If absolute scale is also to have no meaning, then one is left on a configuration space [44] preshape space = P(n, d) = R(n, d)/Dil (for Dil the dilational group); it is straightforward to see this is S nd−1 . If, instead, rotation with respect to absolute axes is to have no meaning, then one is left on a configuration space relational space R(n, d) = R(n, d)/Rot(d) (for Rot(d) the d-dimensional rotation group, which is the G for scaled RPM). If both of the above are to have no meaning, then one is left on [44] shape space = S(n, d) = R(n, d)/Sim(d) for Sim(d) = Rot(d)×Dil the d-dimensional similarity group, which is the G for scalefree RPM). For d = 1, eliminating the rotations is trivial, so that S(n, 1) = P(n, 1) = S n−1 ; this gives that for 4 particles on a line the configuration space is S 2 . For d = 2, S(n, 2) = R(n, 2)/SO(2)×Dil = S 2n−1 /U (1) = CP n−1 [44, 5] , while the well-known result CP 1 = S 2 then gives that S(3, 2) = S 2 . [The situation rapidly gets more complicated for increasing numbers of particles in 3-d. The above also assumes each shape and its mirror image are considered distinct; if one did not make this choice, one would get quotients of all the above by Z 2 , among which the real projective spaces RP k = S k /Z 2 are well-known.] Finally, relational space R(n, d) can then be envisaged in shape-scale split form as the cone C(S(n, d)) over the corresponding shape space S(n, d) [15] . I use upper-case Greek indices for shape space coordinates.
The GR analogues of these are 1) the configuration space Riem(Σ) of positive-definite metrics over a fixed topology Σ (taken for simplicity to be a compact without boundary one) is the analogue of R(n, d).
2) The 3-diffeomorphism group Diff(Σ) is the analogue of Rot(d) and the subsequent quotient space superspace(Σ) = Riem(Σ)/Diff(Σ) [58] is the analogue of R(n, d).
3) The conformal transformations Conf(Σ) are the analogue of Dil, though the subsequent quotient space CRiem(Σ) = Riem(Σ)/Conf(Σ) is relatively little studied (see however 'pointwise version of CS' in [59] ). 4) What one gets from quotienting both, however, is well known [60, 61, 63, 59] : conformal superspace CS(Σ) = Riem(Σ)/Diff(Σ) × Conf(Σ); this is related to studying the initial value problem on a maximal slice [62, 60] , which conformogeometrodynamical method has become very widely known. Conformal superspace is the analogue of my model's shape space S(n, d). 5) {CS + V}(Σ), where the V stands for global volume, is the closest thing known to a 'space of true dynamical degrees of freedom for GR' [60, 48] and is related to York's even more well-known extension of the conformogeometrodynamical method to constant mean curvature slices as widely used in numerical relativity [64] , and to York's internal time candidate for GR [61, 65, 35, 21, 22] . {CS + V}(Σ) is in some ways analogous to the the shape-scale split form of R(n, d) (and associated mechanical theories do also possess a York time analogue [14, 7] ).
Either if formulated directly [5] or upon reduction if formulated indirectly [14, 6, 5, 3, 1] , each of 4-stop metroland and triangleland have the standard spherical kinetic metric. I use (Θ, Φ) to denote spherical coordinates (azimuthal and axial angles respectively) in triangleland (in particular Θ (a) = 2 arctan(R (a) ) and (θ, φ) for 4-stop metroland (where e.g.
; the sphere in actual space, which sometimes makes for a useful analogy, I denote by (θ sp , φ sp )]. I use (α, χ) as an 'umbrella notation' to cover all of these situations at once. In terms of this, the kinetic term for mechanics on a sphere is
2.3 Physical interpretation by 'cubic' and 'Zodiac' tessellations of the shape sphere [3, 4] followed one clustering {1,23} algebraically via a set of coordinate systems corresponding to it [denoted with (1) subscripts]. While this picks out the {23} double collision (D point) well, the {12} and {13} ones are hard to see. This is also the case as regards the (1)-merger (M point: particle 1 being at the centre of mass of {23}) but not the other two permutations of merger. A labelled triangle also has three distinct notions of isoscelesness (one per choice of apex through which there is a line of symmetry. Furthermore, a labelled triangle has three distinct notions of regularness (equal partial moments of inertia for the base pair and the apex, or, equivalently, median = base in the case of equal masses); these separate regions in configuration space in which median > base ('tall' triangles) from ones in which median < base ('flat triangles'). Then the (1)-clustering picks out (1)-isoscelesness, (1)-regularness, (1)-tallness and (1)-flatness well, but not the corresponding (2)-and (3)-notions. 2 However, in the present paper, we keep an eye on all clusterings at once by tessellating the shape space sphere with the physical interpretation as in Figs 3 and 4 . This parallels what was done in [1] for 4-stop metroland albeit in each case the tessellation is different (the 4-stop metroland tessellation is provided for comparison in Fig 2) . Then classical trajectories can be interpreted as paths upon this tessellated shape space, and classical potentials and quantum-mechanical probability density functions as height functions over it. a) The shape sphere for 4-stop metroland is tessellated by 24 equal isosceles spherical triangle faces with 36 edges and 14 vertices. This involves 8 triple collision (T) points and 6 double-double (DD) collision points, forming respectively the vertices of a cube and the octahaedron dual to it. Each DD is attached to 4 T's, and each T to 3 T's and 3 DD's, in each case by single double-collision (D) lines. This gives the symmetry group of the cube: S 4 × Z 2 of order 48, for S 4 the 4-object permutation group, corresponding to freedom of relabelling the particles and ascribing an overall orientation. b) The vertices form 7 antipodal pairs, thus picking out 7 preferred axes. The 3 axes corresponding to antipodal DD pairs are related to the 3 permutations of Jacobi H-coordinates and the 4 axes corresponding to antipodal T pairs are related to the 4 permutations of Jacobi Kcoordinates. This correspondence is in the sense that the poles in each case correspond to what each coordinatization picks out as intra-cluster coordinates both going to zero i.e. collapse of both clusters for an H or collapse of the triple cluster for a K. Then spherical polar coordinates about each axis -a`φ (Hb) , θ (Hb)´o r a`φ (Ka) , θ (Ka)´c oordinate system -are natural for the study of the corresponding H or K structure. I.e. each choice of H or K has a different natural spherical polar coordinate chart. Any two of these natural charts suffice to form an atlas for the sphere (each goes bad solely at its poles, where its axial angle ceases to be defined).
Cartesian map versus Dragt map
Spherical coordinates (α, χ) are good for solving many aspects of the dynamics of the sphere no matter what its physical interpretation is to be. Still working at the level of a general joint treatment, one can recast the above overarching mathematical solution in terms of three variables u ∆ such that 3 ∆=1 {u ∆ } 2 = 1; these describe a Euclidean 3-space that surrounds the sphere; it is often convenient to use u x , u y and u z for the components of u ∆ . The u ∆ are related to the α and χ through being the components of the corresponding unit Cartesian vector in spherical polar coordinates:
For the 2 sphere in 'actual space', the R 3 is 'actual space' with the physical radius r in the role of the radial coordinate, while for 4-stop metroland and triangleland RPM's, it is relational space with as radius, respectively, the 'natural' ι of mass-weighted space, and I = ι 2 (because triangleland's shape sphere arises from CP 1 , which gives its natural radius an unusual factor of 1/2, which is absorbed by the coordinate tranformation to radial variable I). This makes triangleland quite unlike 4-stop metroland or actual space as regards the physical meaning of its u ∆ . In the latter cases, they are simply the Cartesian components x α and n i (trivial 'Cartesian maps'). However, for triangleland, the u ∆ are related to configurations. 12 edges that are quarterings of 3 meridians at 2π/3 to each other and each going through one D point and its M antipode, which are isosceles configurations (I). Finally, there are 12 edges that are quarterings of the meridians at π/3 to the preceding and each going through a poir of antipodal S points, which are regular (R) configurations. Thus, in total, there are 36 edges. Also note that I have rotated this picture through π/2 relative to the presentation in [3] , to put the 3 D's an equal footing on the equator rather than alotting one to be the North Pole. 
Note furthermore that the first row are all members of family of dihaedral tessellations on p 71-72 of [66] , and that D 3 × Z 2 is trigonal bipyramidal to the previous figure's S 4 × Z 2 which is tetragonal bipyramidal and regular and hence octahaedral and so dual to the cube. Also, D 3 × Z 2 e = S 3 × Z 2 , so this corresponds to the freedom of relabelling the 3 particles and ascribing an overall orientation.
the configuration space's coordinates, rather, by the 'Dragt map' [55] :
In these depending on squared quantities, one can see consequences of {ι} 2 = I and not ι being the radial coordinate. So one goes from (α, χ) to u ∆ ∆ = 1 to 3, and then, for 4-stop metroland, to n i (Hb) via the Cartesian map, and, for triangleland to dra ∆ (a) via the Dragt map. This can be used to check 4-stop metroland and triangleland results against each other, and to extend what has been done in one of these models to the other (at least when both problems remain analogous, as the general study here of harmonic oscillator-like potentials does eventually break the analogy).
Also, moving between different clusterings involves linear transformations u ∆ = D ∆ Γ u Γ , termed 'democracy transformations' in e.g. [69] . The present paper's notion of 'clustering invariant' thus coincides with the theoretical Molecular Physics literature's notion of 'democracy invariant'.
Shape quantities
I next discuss the physical meaning of the u ∆ , and various other at least intuitively useful quantities, for 4-stop metroland and triangleland. ); view these (punctured) and 'cartesianizations' thereof (unpunctured, with coordinates (X (a) , Y (a) ) about each D or (U (a) , V (a) ) about each M ) as charts, any 2 (about different poles) of which constitute an atlas for the sphere. Also, I denote spherical polar coordinates with E as North pole and a as the second axis by (Θ [a] , Φ [a] ). Each permutation of clustering of the 3 particles has its own great circle of isoscelesness and great circle of regularity. However, the three share the notion of collinearity -that is a clustering-independent definition. The great circles of (a)-regularness separate hemispheres where the triangles are (a)-tall from hemispheres where the triangles are (a)-flat. Also, about the EĒ axis, the orientationless equator of collinearity separates the 2 hemispheres of distinct orientation. b) Near-mergers, near-double collisions and near-equilateral configurations correspond to spherical caps Θ ≤ around the relevant points (near-equilateral uses Θ for this -the azimuthal spherical polar coordinate corresponding to the equilateral triangle axis). Near-collinear configurations correspond to the belt around the equator, π/2 − δ ≤ Θ ≤ π/2 + δ. Statements of near-isoscelesness and near-regularness correspond to (multi)lunes Φ 0 − η ≤ Φ ≤ Φ 0 + η for Φ the axial spherical polar coordinate about the equilateral triangle axis). More complicated physically meaningful and qualitatively sharp statements then correspond to compositions of caps, belts and lunes under the operations of negation, union and intersection.
Geometrical Quantity 4-stop metroland meaning triangleland meaning
is a measure of how large the universe is relative to cluster {1b}, and n (Hb) y is a measure of how large the universe is relative to cluster {cd}, so these were termed, respectively, RelSize(1b) and RelSize(cd). n (Hb) z is a measure of how large the universe is relative to the separation between clusters {1b} and {cd}, and thus termed RelSize(1b,cd); through involving all of the particles, this represents a more 'Copernican' perspective. One could also use θ (Hb) as a 'height variable' over the shape space; this is not independent of the previous, as tan
Also, φ (Hb) is a ratio object that carries information about the inhomogeneity between clusters {1b} and {cd}, so I term it InhRat(1b,cd). One can also construct K-analogues of the above notions for use in following triple clusters [54] .
For triangleland, for the moment assuming equal masses for simplicity, dra
of the two 'normalized' partial moments of inertia involved in the (a)-clustering. This is a pure ratio (rather than relative angle) quantity. It is closely related to Tall(a) = N 
The rearrangement Ellip(a) = 1 -2Flat(a) is furthermore useful interpretationally as Flat(a) = (length of the {bc} base) per unit I, which is an obviously primary quantity within the mass-weighted triangle. Θ (a) can also be considered as a ratio variable. That Ellip(a) is cosΘ (a) plays a significant role in this paper. Φ (a) is an independent shape variable: the relative angle 'rightness variable' Right(a) corresponding to each clustering. Triangles with Φ (1) = π/2 and 3π/2 are (a)-isosceles, which is as (a)-right as possible, while 0 and π are collinear -which is as unright as possible. Thus, dra (a)
x and dra (a) y provide mixed ratio and relative angle information; the ratio information for both of these of these is a 2n
as a measure of 'anisoscelesness' (i.e. departure from (a)'s notion of isoscelesness, c.f. anisotropy as a departure from isotropy), so I denote it by Aniso(a). It is specifically a measure of anisoscelesness in that Aniso(a) ×I per unit base length in mass-weighted space is the l 1 − l 2 indicated in Fig 5, i.e. the amount by which the perpendicular to the base fails to bisect it (which it would do if the triangle were isosceles). One can likewise view dra
y as a measure of noncollinearity; moreover it is actually clustering-independent/a democracy invariant and furthermore equal to four times the area of the triangle per unit I in mass-weighted space, and so I term it TetraArea. In contrast, 4-stop metroland has no democratic invariant.
For non-equal masses,
and collinearity retains its precise meaning (and area-minimizing property). However, the meanings of some of the quantities in this Subsection change. Equilateral becomes 'in all clusterings the two mass-weighted Jacobi vectors have equal magnitudes (i.e. equal moments of inertia) and are perpendicular to each other'; it remains area-maximizing. (a)-isosceles retains this perpendicularity with respect to the (a) clustering, so that anisoscelesness becomes an 'unrightness' in this more general setting. The definition of ellipticity is unchanged since that already involved moments of inertia.
One can also take EĒ as principal axis by interchanging the roles of the second and third coordinate axes. I denote the subsequent quantities by square brackets [a] for a the axis system's choice of second axis. The principal axis, however, now measures TetraArea independently of any clustering considerations. On the other hand, each Φ [a] is a regularness and isoscelesness quantity.
Finally, one can take EĒ as principal axis while placing the 2-axis at a general angle γ within the collinearity plane (measured without loss of generality from the (1)-axis. I denote these bases by [γ] superscripts; the preceding paragraph is the [γ = 0] case of this. It serves to align the axis system with the general problem of Sec 3's potential's symmetry axis. Clearly the azimuthal angle is unaffected by passing to this set-up, so cosΘ [γ] is also TetraArea, while Φ [γ] = Φ [1] − γ [measured without loss of generality from the (1)-axis] so cos Φ [γ] and sin Φ [γ] are obtainable by 2-angle formulae. Finally, one could take the γ-axis as principal axis and EĒ as second axis. I denote these basis by (γ); this is in various ways even better-adapted to the general problem of Sec 3. Unfortunately, formulae for Θ (γ) and Φ (γ) are somewhat more complicated; they are derivable e.g. by spherical trigonometry similar to that in [3] . Note that [γ] and (γ) include the preceding three bases under the indentifications γ = 0 → 1, γ = 2π/3 → 2 and γ = 4π/3 → 3. This technique of physical interpretation by multiple coordinate charts and tessellations with associated physical interpretations, shape quantities and democratic invariants, will extend to the study of other shape spaces
CP N−2 /Z 2 shape spaces (the last two are for the oriented choice of shapes). It will also extend to models with particle distinguishibility issues [70] , and to the relational space cones [2, 15, 27, 28] corresponding to all of the abovementioned models with scale included.
Further interpretation of triangleland at the classical level
The temporal relationalism implementing Jacobi action is 2 T{Ē −V}dλ. Here the 'pure shape kinetic term' T is given by (1) and has dimensions of energy/I andĒ −V is E − V for 4-stop metroland and 1/4 of this for triangleland, for V the potential term and E playing a similar role to total energy in mechanics; both of these have dimensions of energy ×I. In this formulation, E − V is required to be homogeneous of degree 0 for consistency; this condition is, moreover, natural for a scalefree theory. λ is a label time parameter. This formulation amounts to direct implementation of configurational relationalism with respect to Rot(d) × Dil for triangleland or Dil for 4-stop metroland. The subsequent equations of motion are α * * − sin α cos χ χ
one of which can be replaced by the 'energy' integral α * 2 /2 + sin 2 α χ * 2 /2 + V = E. For this paper's triangleland case [3] , substitute Θ for α and Φ for χ above; in this case the Jacobi action is meaningfully relational, and * ≡ {Ē −V}/T˙is the derivative with respect to an emergent time, and˙= d/dλ. The conjugate momenta are then p α = α * and p χ = sin 2 α χ * .
The physical nature of triangleland's conserved quantities
Denote the three objects associated with the isometry group of the sphere, SO(3), by
and let R Total = ∆ {R ∆ } 2 . From (8 ii) and a bit of algebra, one of the R ∆ occurs as a conserved quantity if the potential is independent of χ. All three occur as conserved quantities if the potential is additionally independent of α. This scheme covers all of the following cases. 1) For the sphere in 'actual space' these are angular momenta L µ and L Total . 2) for 4-stop metroland, D (Hb) i = ijk n j (Hb) n k (Hc) * , which are physically dilational momenta rather than angular momenta: to be the triplet of SO (3) objects. Then
Dilational and angular momentum are subcases of a concept that generalizes angular momentum (see also [71] ), which [1] identify to be rational momentum (i.e. involving a ratio which does not necessarily have an interpretation as an angle in physical space).
3) For triangleland, there are also three obvious individual SO(3) objects -one per clustering -which are now relative angular momenta J (a) . However these are coplanar (and thus not independent), and at 2π/3 to each other and as such only one of them can be chosen to pertain to a given triplet of SO(3) objects (which in this case I choose to denote by R ∆ ). One finds that dra
, a pure relative dilational momentum, and R (1)
3 , a pure relative angular momentum. The other components of dra ∆ and of R ∆ are then found to be linear combinations of these two quantities, and so are mixtures of relative angular momentum and relative dilational momentum. This clarifies the physical meaning of the lengthy forumlae for R . Another way of thinking about this is that Φ (1) is pure-angle and Θ (1) is pure-ratio (Subsec 2.5), so the velocities corresponding to these are a pure relative angular momentum and pure relative dilation. Then the ordinary formula for angular momentum in spherical polars readily reveals that the 3-component contains Φ (1) * alone and so is pure relative angular momentum, while the other two contain both Φ (1) * and Θ (1) * terms and thus are a mixture. The total rational momentum is then
Further investigation of Harmonic oscillator-like potentials
Harmonic oscillator-like 5 potentials are motivated by their being quantum-mechanically well behaved [4, 1] , reasonably analytically tractable and their scaled counterparts appearing in analogue models of Cosmology [15] .
In 4-stop metroland without loss of generality using the (H2) clustering, and for a, b, c a cycle,
in spherical coordinates for constants A, B, C, D, E, F, K a , L a . However, one can either ignore D, E, F by following e.g. clustering {12,34} with intra-cluster springs and a net inter-cluster spring between the centres of mass of the two clusters, or remove D, E, F by diagonalization [1] (which does however rotate the physical interpretation so that directions picked out by the potential no longer coincide with kinematically picked out directions [DD's or T's]).
In triangleland without loss of generality about the {1,23} clustering [and dropping (1) labels],
in spherical coordinates for constants K i = H i /µ i (Jacobi-Hooke coefficient over Jacobi cluster mass), L a cross-term of similar nature,
and C = L/8. I term the C = 0 problem 'special' (here J is conserved) and the B = C = 0 one 'very special' (this amounts to a constant potential through the springs happening to balance out, and all of the R
∆ are conserved in this case). N.B. special is a clustering-dependent property but very special is not (having no preferred axis is a basis-independent property). Similarly to in 4-stop metroland, C can be removed by using normal modes/adapted bases [3] , again at the cost of making the physical interpretation more complicated. The new rotated z-axis is restricted to lying on the equator of collinearity (because the multi-harmonic oscillator potential only produces 2 of the 3 components of the unit vector). In the present context, the angle this axis makes with the (1)-axis is
so that the (γ)
dynamics than B = 0 C = 0 was found to be in [3] . Whether this richness translates to interestingness from the perspective of dynamical systems (which did turn out to some extent to be the case [72] in the minisuperspace counterpart of the present paper) remains to be seen [73] . For triangleland, the regime in which the (1)-clustering's notion of special applies is |B| ≤ A, which in spherical polars corresponds to a heart or spheroidal shaped potential each with one end bulkier than the other, thus giving a well centred on either on North pole (D point) or the South pole (M point), depending on the sign of B (i.e. which of K 1 and K 2 is larger). [The J = 0 case adds narrow infinite skewers to this that pass through the poles.] K 1 > K 2 has its well centred on the North pole, corresponding to Tall(1) triangles. The physics here is that the inter-cluster spring binding {23} to the 'external particle' 1 is stronger than {23}'s intra-cluster spring. K 1 < K 2 has its well centred on the South pole, corresponding to Flat(1) triangles. The physics here is that the is intra-cluster spring of {23} is more tightly binding than the inter-cluster spring between {23} and 1. Thus only one of the near-polar regimes is actualized at once for a given problem, as, while small motions about the thick end of the potential are also admissible, these are unstable to escaping by rolling to where the potential is thinner. This should be contrasted with 4-stop metroland's special potential (C = 0) either having wells at both poles or an equatorial bulge that is shallower at the poles depending on the sign of B: here both of the near-polar regimes are simultaneously realisable.
In triangleland, the heart/spheroidal potential, even if inclined at an angle to the DM axis (general case), continues to pick out a 'small regime' near its thin end. The physical meaning of this region does, however, vary with the angle. The potential confining Θ (γ) to be small means that Ellip(γ) = cos γ in this region, so that any value of tallness or flatness can now be picked out. E.g. γ = π/2 (pure C term) picks out the regular triangles.
Finally note that the triangleland potential breaks the tessellation group: the heart/spheroidal shape has symmetry group D ∞ and involving an axis perpendicular to the EĒ axis, so the overall problem retains just a Z 2 reflection symmetry about the plane of collinearity.
The very special case's solutions are [3] geodesics on the sphere (great circles),
Of particular significance among these are the collinearity equator and each of the 3 clusterings' meridians of isoscelesness and meridians of rightness, which are all clearly visible in this paper's tessellation (Fig 3) .
In the special case, now there is a well trapping paths around e.g. the (1)-clustering's D or M -a (1)-Tall triangle region or a (1)-Flat triangle region. Then [dropping (1) labels] for J = 0, these have Φ go round and round, so all regular and all isosceles configurations are periodically attained for small trajectories. In the small approximation, to second order, one gets, as the case most relevant to subsequent QM work, the isotropic harmonic oscillator in (R, Φ) variables, which is solved by ellipses centred about the origin [3] ,
where α and β are also constants. These describe closed curves around the D collision the potential is centred about and are relevant for n x /n y small i.e. Θ small i.e. Ellip big: tall triangles.
The second large approximation's are likewise ellipses but in the corresponding (W, Φ)-chart [this is a duality [3] , albeit one which exchanges K 1 and K 2 ; in contrast, 4-stop metroland's has an exact duality here (without any extra such exchanges required) [1] ]. These ellipses map to more unusual closed curves (given in [3] ) in the (R, Φ)-chart, and correspond to flat triangles.
The very special quantum problem on triangleland
The kinematical quantization involves three quantities u ∆ such that 
i.e., in (1)-centred spherical coordinates [4] ,
for [75] .
The very special case B = C = 0 then has a potential that balances out to be constant. This makes it mathematically the same as the linear rigid rotor, for which the Hamiltonian is L Total up to multiplicative and additive constants, so, effectively, this and L 3 form a complete set of commuting operators whose eigenvalues and eigenfunctions are the wellknown spherical harmonics and, moreover, also occur as a separated-out part of the corresponding scaled relational particle model problem. However, our 'rigid rotor' is in configuration space rather than in space and with total relative rational momentum R Total = in place of magnetic angular momentum. These then have eigenvalues 2 R{R + 1} and r respectively, for R and r respectively the total and projected 'relative rational momentum quantum numbers' (analogous to the ordinary central force problem/rigid rotor total and magnetic angular momentum quantum numbers, l and m respectively, and to the total and projected 'relative dilational momentum quantum numbers' of 4-stop metroland [1] ). Our very special problem's time-independent Schrödinger equation thus separates into simple harmonic motion and the associated Legendre equation (in Z = cosΘ for any axis system A) that constitute the spherical harmonics equations. Thus its solutions are
for P r R (Z) the associated Legendre functions in Z, while R ∈ N 0 and r is such that |r| ≤ R. Also, R{R + 1} = −A, which here signifies
is required of the model universe's energy and inter-cluster effective spring in order for there to be any quantum solutions (E is fixed as this is a whole-universe model so there is nothing external from which it could gain or lose energy). If this is the case, there are then 2R + 1 solutions labelled by r (one can see the preceding sentence cuts down on a given system's solution space, though the more usual larger solution space still exists in the 'multiverse' sense).
Further methods to apply
To go beyond what was done in [4] 3) I consider various significant bases of orbitals corresponding to the different choices of axis systems in Sec 2.5. In particular, the [a] bases with their equilateral principal axis (in the TetraArea direction) are natural for the very special case. E.g. these are well-adapted to questions about equilateral and collinear configurations. On the other hand, in the special case with potential BcosΘ (1) , the (1)-clustering's DM axis [corresponding to Ellip(1)] is picked out as the sole remaining axis of symmetry for the problem, in which case one would usually prefer to be the principal axis, corresponding to using the (1)-basis (as in [4] ). Each (a) basis is associated with the pure relative angular momentum quantity J (a) = −i ∂ Φ (a) for Φ (a) a rightness operator, and as such each has a projected pure relative angular angular momentum quantum number j (a) . In contrast, the [a] bases have 'mixed relative dilational and relative angular momentum' rational momentum quantity R 2 = −i ∂ Φ [a] for Φ [a] an isoscelesness/regularity quantity about the EĒ axis; moreover this is clustering independent, and as such I denote the projected rational quantum number in each case by an unadorned r. In this sense these readily afford an extension to [γ] bases, for which the quantum number is still the same r. [This permits alignment with the axis picked out by the general case's B, C = 0 potential via setting γ = arctan(C/B).] Finally, one can also define a (γ) basis by exchanging 'y' and 'z' axis designations around; in this case one is as best adapted to the potential as is possible, but one has a different r (γ) per γ. 4) In polar coordinate charts, one should not trust the immediate vicinity of the polar axes as the charts go bad there. Use 'cartesianization' near there, e.g. the corresponding stereographic chart 'cartesianized'. E.g. the ground-state probability density function sinΘ A (for some axis system A) gets sent to R A / 1 + R A 2 2 and then to 1/ 1 + X A 2 + Y A 2 } 2 . One is then to interpret the familiar orbital basis with respect to the axis system A as follows. 5) I superpose this paper's tessellation in order to interpret each orbital in terms of triangleland mechanics. 6) I Compute expectations and spreads of shape operators.
Wavefunctions in the natural alias equilateral bases [a]
The form of the solution is here
The 'orbitals' in this basis then receive the following interpretations. The R = r = 0 solution (s orbital) favours all of the various configurations equally. Moreover, this ground state solution occurs for any basis. The R = 1, r = 0 solution
draz orbital) disfavours collinearities and favours equilateral configurations; it gives all clusterings equal status (which is a general feature for all r = 0 solutions following from their axisymmetry. The R = 1, r = 1 cosine solution p draxdray disfavours near-equilateral configurations and favours those collinear ones that are on the 'X' consisting of (a) being none of particularly flat, tall or regular.
Wavefunctions in the clustering-following alias collinear bases (a)
What do the orbitals in this basis mean physically? One has the same s-orbital as usual, while the p (a) orbitals are just permutations of the p
[a] orbitals: p
draz and p
dray . The R = 2, j (a) = 1 cosine solution (d 
Wavefunctions in collinear (γ) bases
Using the (1)-axis as the axis γ is defined about and spherical trigonometry,
Interpretation in terms of mass-weighted space quantities is quite complicated (but can be read off the tessellation). This basis remains useful for the investigation of the general problem with B, C = 0.
Wavefunctions in equilateral [γ] bases
By Φ [γ] = Φ − γ and 2-angle formulae, the solutions now take the form
where T r of the cosine solution = T r of the sine solution and T r of the sine solution = −T r of the cosine solution. Again, interpretation is complicated, though this basis is remains well-adapted to questions concerning near-equilaterality and near-collinearity. The projected rational quantum number here matches that in Sec 4.2.
Shape operators acting on (a)-bases' wavefunctions
We are interested furthermore in computing overlap integrals R 1 r 1 | Operator | R 2 r 2 for three applications 1) expectation and spread of shape operators (below). 2) Time-independent perturbation theory about the very special solution in Sec 3.5. 3) These are also used in scaled RPM models for the time-dependent perturbation theory on the space of shapes, with respect to a time provided in the semiclassical approach by the scale. This parallels Halliwell-Hawking's work [34] and embodies one of my RPM program's eventual goals, so I prefer giving details of computing the overlaps to giving details of application 2). 2) and 3) have the merit of extending to far more general potential terms than the harmonic oscillator-like terms discussed in the present working, while 2) survives as a subproblem in the corresponding timeindependent non-semiclassically approximated shape-scale split scaled RPM. The idea to use 1) can be traced back to how expectations and spreads of powers of r are used in the study of atoms (see e.g. [76] for elementary use in the study of hydrogen, or [77] for use in approximate studies of larger atoms). Doing this amounts to acknowledging that 'modal' quantities (peaks and valleys), as read off from plots or by the calculus, are only part of the picture: such as the mean n l m | r | n l m , n l m | r 2 | n l m and the spread ∆ n l m (r) = n l m | r 2 | n l m − n l m | r | n l m 2 are also useful. E.g. for hydrogen, one obtains from the angular factors of the integrals trivially cancelling and orthogonality and recurrence relation properties of Laguerre polynomials in Appendix B for the radial factors that n l m | r | n l m = {3n 2 − l{l + 1}}a/2 and ∆ n l m r = {n 2 {n 2 + 2} − {l{l + 1}} 2 }a/2
where a is the Bohr radius. One can then infer from this that a minimal typical size is 3a/2 and that the radius and its spread both become large for large quantum numbers. c.f. how the modal estimate of minimal typical size is a itself; as a modal estimate; the slight disagreement between these is some indication of the limited accuracy to which either estimate should be trusted. Also, the above can be identified as expectations of scale operators, and thereby one can next ask whether they have pure shape counterparts in the standard atomic context. The answer is yes. Up to normalization, they are the 3-Y integrals [78] (for Y spherical harmonics, the radial parts of the integration now trivially cancelling), the general case of which has been evaluated in terms of Wigner 3j symbols [78] . Furthermore, many of the integrals for the present paper's specific cases of interest are provided case-by case in [79] [this applies to expectations of the dra ∆ as well as B, C, D, E, F perturbation terms' constituent overlaps]. Shape operators for hydrogen are also considered in [80] (briefly) and [81] . Also see [1] for comments on shape operators elsewhere in Molecular Physics and a start on the corresponding question of shape operators in mini and midisuperspace.
Then R j (a) | dra
This just means that there is orientation symmetry so for each positive contribution there is a corresponding negative one. The useful information starts with the spreads,
for Q 2 (j (a) ) = 1/2 for j (a) cosine solution, 3/2 for j (a) sine solution, 1 otherwise, and Q 1 (j (a) ) the sin ↔ cos of this. One
The ground state and very low quantum number states are of interest, as I also calculate the nontrivial potential counterparts of the results for these in Sec 5. The ground state spreads in Ellip(a) and Aniso(a) are 1/ √ 3 each. Large quantum number limits are also interesting. The spread in Ellip(a) goes as 1/ √ 2R for j (a) maximal and R large, and as 1/ √ 2 for j (a) = 0 and R large. The former amounts to recovery of the equatorial classical geodesic as the limit of an ever-thinner belt in the limit of large maximal relative angular momentum quantum number |j (a) | = R (traversed in either direction according to the sign of j (a) ). The latter amounts to the s, p For the isoscelesness/regularness relative angle shape operator Φ (a) gives, that, by factorization and cancellation of the Θ-integrals, the R0 states obey the uniform distribution over 0 to 2π i.e. with mean π and variance π 2 /3. Next, R j (a) | Φ (a) | R j (a) is also π and cosine and sine states have, respectively
which indicate some resemblance to the uniform distribution coming about for large j (a) (mean and variance do not see the multimodality, but at least, by inspection along the lines of the preceding subsection, it is regular multimodality for j (a) maximal -equatorial flowers of 2R petals -by inspection along the lines of the preceding subsection).
∆( TetraArea) goes as 1/ √ 2 for large quantum number with j (a) maximal and as 1/2 for large quantum number with j (a) = 0. That the wavefunctions have increasingly many peaks and valleys does not register unto this overall spread quantifier. This also means that there are no limiting collinear states in this basis. This 1/ √ 2 is the largest value it takes, while the smallest, 1/ √ 5, occurs for the R = 1, j = 0. For the ground state, ∆ 0 0 ( TetraArea) = 1/ √ 3. Dressing these up in actual space terms by (7), (ground state spread in area) = I 4
(maximal spread in area) = I 4
(minimal spread in area) = I 4
Shape operators acting on [a] bases' wavefunctions
In the natural or equilateral basis, we have the TetraArea ↔ Ellip(a) and j (a) → r counterpart of eq's (24, 25, 26) . Thus in this case one does get a collinear limit for large quantum numbers, e.g. in the case of r maximal, ∆ R r ( TetraArea) ≈ 1/ √ 2R −→ 0 for r maximal and R large. On the other hand, it tends to 1/ √ 2 for r = 0 and R large.
QM with nontrivial potentials on triangleland
Near the {23} double collision, to second approximation, this problem gives [4] 2-d isotropic harmonic oscillator wavefunctions [76, 82, 83] (but not the same inner product in detail, due to the curved geometry). I work in the (1)-basis that is adapted to this potential, but suppress the (1) labels. I require a quantum-mechanically sizeable classical 'frequency' (dimensionally frequency ×I in this paper's formulation) ω if the bulk of the wavefunction is to lie where the small-angle approximation holds reasonably; ω/ of the order of 10 3 begins to work well. Then the 'energies' are
However, ω itself depends on the shifted energy,
which, for n /ω small i.e. n << 10 3 (which is certainly OK for the solutions below), goes as E ≈ n Ω for Ω = 2 √ −B. The solutions go like
where L b a (ξ) is the associated Laguerre polynomials in ξ.
[The Φ factor of this is rewriteable as before in terms of Aniso and Ellip, while the Θ factor is now a somewhat more complicated function of Ellip]. 
Interpretation of Θ near-polar wavefunctions

Shape operators acting on Θ near-polar wavefunctions
In the small regime, TetraArea and Aniso still have zero expectation, as either sign of these are equally probable. For N, j substantially smaller than ω/ so that powers of the latter dominate powers of the former (which, as ω/ is considered to be large, does cover the previous subsection's states), the following results hold. (This subsection's results come from the orthogonality of, and a recurrence relation for, the Laguerre polynomials provided in an Appendix of [1] .)
while the spread in Ellip goes as /ω though the scheme cannot really evaluate its coefficient (the first two orders cancel, and the differential equation we solved in the first place was only accurate to the first two orders).
The spread in physical area is now
This gives some idea of what unsigned area is typical; for ground state, this is
which has an interpretation somewhat akin to the Bohr radius (including the map between the isotropic harmonic oscillator and hydrogen in [82]), as 'minimal quantifier' of area, albeit of spread of area. Note the change in spread of TetraArea due to the confining effect of the potential -from the wide range of areas correspond to a spread of 1/ √ 3 (where the range is -2 to 2) to /2ω for ω/ large, which is smaller by a factor of 3 /2ω. Comparison of mean angle (e.g. roughly from the expectation of cos Θ) and mode angle (from graphs along the lines of those in [4] ) reveals the mean to be larger than the mode, but by not quite as much as occurs radially in hydrogen, reflecting that this paper's Gaussianity suppresses the mean-shifting tail more than radial hydrogen's mere exponential does. Expectations and spreads of Φ are just like for previous Sec as the Θ-integrals trivially cancel in each case.
Various further results
For triangleland, one of the main results of [4] is that the harmonic-oscillator-like potential problem thereupon has the same mathematics as the Stark effect for the linear rigid rotor (see e.g. [84, 85, 76] ). In particular, the special case corresponds to the homogeneous electric field pointing in the z-direction and the general case to it pointing in the general direction in the zx-plane; the very special case is, by this analogy, the undisturbed linear rigid rotor itself. This allows for checks of the various regimes (B small, B large, Θ (1) near-polar alongside further knowledge of how to patch together such regimes (see [4] for a detailed reference list).
Within the context of the present scalefree theory, time-independent perturbation theory along the standard lines in e.g. [78] can be used to extend the domain of applicability to more complicated -but small -potential terms. Before delving into this, it is worth commenting that it is closely related to the corresponding time-dependent perturbation theory arising in scaled triangleland that is of wider quantum-cosmological interest. The correspondence is in the sense that in cases in which the scale constitutes a slow heavy degree of freedom, then this furbishes an approximate time-standard with respect to which one has a time-dependent Schrödinger equation for the same shape degrees of freedom as in the present paper, and subsequently one can consider a time-dependent perturbation theory thereabout. This is then of wider interest as it is a model of the semiclassical approach to Quantum Cosmology (e.g. the Halliwell-Hawking approach [34] , which involves inhomogeneous perturbations about the Friedmann-Lemaître-Robertson-Walker 3-sphere, to which perturbations about the 2-sphere for 4-stop metroland and triangleland (and even more so about the 3-sphere of 5-stop metroland) provide a simpler and hence more readily and widely investigable counterpart.
Bearing this long-term application in mind, I point out that the overlap integral computation step is common to building up both the immediate time-independent perturbation theory for scalefree models and to the longer-term timedependent perturbation theory for scaled models -readily extends to triangleland. Furthermore these overlap integrals are of 3-Y integral form, for which the most general case is known explicitly [78] in terms of what are, mathematically, Wigner 3j symbols' (though for us, physically, they are '3r symbols'). Finally, the specific cases relevant to triangleland with harmonic oscillator-like potentials (where the sandwiched Y is of degree 1) are explicitly written out in e.g. [79] .
A further result (specific to the immediate time-independent perturbation theory of scalefree triangleland) is the extension of [3] 's special case second order result to the general case by use of rotated bases:
6 Discussion of applications of triangleland to Quantum Cosmology
Triangleland as more quantum-cosmologically desirable than molecular models
My interest is in analogue-modelling of fairly conventional Quantum Cosmology models; while this benefits from some molecular analogies, it is unsurprising that the two situations differ in at least some details, as follows. Molecules are but tiny and unisolated pieces of a much larger actual universe (in particular, in this paper, I consider Molecular Physics as studied in laboratories on Earth, where there is good control over initial conditions but certainly not isolation from the rest of the universe, in particular in the aspect of determining what the inertial frames are). Then additionally coordinates in Molecular Physics can refer to the larger laboratory set-up: this is true of e.g the electric field parallel to the z-axis in the 'Stark effect for the linear rigid rotor' analogue of the special problem in triangleland. It is also more widely the case if one considers the sphere in physical space (which is laced with absolute meaning) rather than the triangleland or 4-stop metroland shape space spheres. These features are clearly less desirable for GR-like quantum cosmological modelling than RPM's relational context. Molecules also have a rather tight physics, e.g. they are invariably held together by Coulombic forces, while, as regards cosmological models, different matter types contribute to different mechanical-analogue power-law potential contributions [15] . Nor by any means is there a concept of fixed bondlength in analogue models of Quantum Cosmology. Furthermore, molecules also have a precise mass hierarchy following from the large ratio between the electron and nucleon masses, which is by no means appropriate for quantum cosmological modelling (though one would like this to possess some sort of mass hierarchy if one is attempting to obtain time as an emergent semiclassical concept, c.f. Sec 7.2). Also, molecules' constituent elementary particles have a precise character as regards statistics and distinguishibility, while such properties would appear to be more optional than requisite for (analogue) Quantum Cosmology models.
Morever, as well as the abovementioned Stark effect analogy for triangleland, H + 2 , Pauling's study of molecular rotation in crystals [86] and the molecular polarization theory behind the Raman effect [84, 87] all have analogous mathematics to certain regimes of the 4-stop metroland multiple harmonic oscillator-like potential problem, and N H 3 has some analogous physics to it insofar as both have 2 symmetrical wells and subsequent quantum tunnelling. Thus molecular modelling is of at least some, albeit indirect, value in modelling RPM's. However, such analogies do diverge once one models each situation more detailedly e.g. various nuclear and SR effects occur in molecules [78, 88] , while one may wish to build in certain analogue-GR/quantum comological details into RPM's [15] .
Useful coordinate choices/kinematics are largely shared between quantum cosmological RPM's and molecular models, e.g. the use of Jacobi coordinates [13] and of Dragt-type coordinates in the present paper.
While more precise details of which models are most suitable for analogue Quantum Cosmology modelling is best left until scale is included (see [15] for an account of Cosmology-Mechanics analogies), I do comment that the present paper's model lies within the class of most appropriate models in the sense that its 'very special' case and perturbations thereabout do arise as subproblems within an appropriate such model [15, 27] .
'Multiverse' differences between RPM's and molecular models
One difference between this paper's models and (at least many of) their Molecular Physics analogues is at the level of which 'multiverses' correspond to each. (For Molecular Physics models the corresponding multiverse can be thought of as a collection of laboratory setups with different parameter values; multiverses in the RPM context are at least aesthetically more appealing in distancing themselves from Copenhagen interpretation connotations.) In more detail, 1) the set-up for the Stark effect for the linear rigid rotor can have an electric field in any 3-d direction, while the corresponding direction in the triangleland harmonic oscillator problem cannot be rotated out of the collinearity plane. Moreover, in triangleland there are 3 (DM) axes of particular physical significance within this plane. Thus each corresponds to a different multiverse setting. 2) Both the 4-stop metroland harmonic oscillator and the crystal problem have privileged directions, and these could be set up in paricularly close correspondence if the crystal had cubic symmetry. 3) On the other hand, the 'Raman' multiverse will not have such a tight similarity. What the theory of Raman spectroscopy does have [84, 87] is yet further analogies which extend to the general 4-stop metroland harmonic oscillator-like potential problem [i.e. with the C, D, E and F terms of (13) 
Uniform states
The probability or otherwise of uniform states (see e.g. [89] ) is of considerable interest in Quantum Cosmology -and Cosmology in general -due to our actual universe being fairly uniform and expected to have emerged from an extremally uniform state. The most uniform states for us are equilateral triangles. Using the [a] basis of Sec 4.2, these are at the poles, and -caps about these poles represent approximately uniform states -" -equilateral states. Then (approximate) collinearity can be seen as the opposite of this (and both are quantifiable in terms of TetraArea: this is clearly minimal in size for collinearity and is also maximal in size for the equilateral configurations: -equilateral corresponds to TetraArea lying between 1 and 1 -2 /2 for small (<< 1). One can also think of the extremes of TetraArea in terms of universe size, which is minimal for collinear configurations and maximal for equilateral ones.
Also note that in the very special case, going through the s, p uz , d u 2 z ... wavefunction sequence leads to only a limited increase in peaking around the equilateral configurations so that the most uniform states -the two labellings of the equilateral triangle are never overwelmingly the most probable states. Also, switching on the special or general harmonic oscillator potential draws the probability density away into a well that is not aligned with the equilateral configurations but rather within the collinearity plane. The issue of uniform states is investigated further in the next section.
Problem of Time applications of triangleland
Now one has wavefunctions, eigenvalues and operators, one can proceed to compute from them a number of further quantities relevant to the Problem of Time.
Naïve Schrödinger Interpretation
First, I consider the naïve Schrödinger interpretation [45, 46, 47] -a simple timeless approach to the Problem of Time which gives probabilities of the universe possessing some particular property (with no reference to when or to dynamical evolution/history). I make use of the configuration space regions of Fig 4b) that correspond to various physically meaningful criteria on the model universe triangles. Example 1) dropping [1]-basis subscripts, P(triangular model universe is -equilateral) ∝ -caps
which, in the very special case, is ∝ 2 + O( 4 ) for the ground state and R = 1, r = 0, and ∝ 4 + O( 6 ) for R = 1 = |r|. Example 2) Corresponding to the magnitude of TetraArea not exceeding the small number δ,
which, in the very special case is ∝ δ + O(δ 3 ) for the ground state and R = 1 = |r|, and ∝ δ 3 for R = 1, r = 0. Example 1 conforms with R = 1, |r| = 1 pointing along axes in the plane of collinearity, and Example 2 with R = 1, r = 0 pointing along the EĒ axis with a node in the plane of collinearity. Also, Example 2 continues to make sense for the small regime of the special problem. The result here for the lowest 4 states is, using a η-collinear bilune, is P(triangular model is η-collinear) ∝ η ω/ ,
so that there is a sizeable concentrating factor ω/ as compared to the very special case, i.e. the potential is trapping more of the wavefunction near the collinearity plane.
[The lack of a third-order correction is down to the small difference in area between the bilune here and the belt above.] Example 3) P(triangular model universe is η-tall as regards clustering (1)
for the lune that is centred on the principal half-meridian. For the very special solution, this gives ∝ η for the ground state and R = 1, r = 0 solutions, ∝ η + O(η 3 ) for the R = 1, |r| = 1 cosine solution and ∝ η 3 + O(η 5 ) for the R = 1, |r| = 1 sine solution (the corresponding orbital is particularly lacking in intersection with this lune). For the (2)-and (3)-clusterings, the relevant lune is centred around half-meridians at ±π/3 to the principal one. Then all four of the above states give ∝ η + O(η 3 ). As regards P(triangular model universe is η-tall), taken to meann for some rather than a particular clustering, one should sum over the three clusterings (or equivalently integrate over the obvious trilune), which, for these examples, retains the form ∝ η + O(η 3 ). For each of the above η-tall results there is a corresponding η-flat result of the same form, obtained by using the other halves of the meridians. Moreover, considering the meaning of Aniso and that Tall and Flat together correspond to this taking a small value, P(triangular model universe is η-isosceles) is obtained by summing the η-tall and η-flat results. [Here η-isosceles means the magnitude of Aniso weighted by 1/ 1 − TetraArea 2 does not exceed the small number η.] Finally, investigating whether the mass-weighted triangle is regular (i.e. of small Ellip and large Aniso) is mathematically similar to the preceding.
Applications to other Problem of Time approaches
Next, I list further Problem of Time strategies that I expect to be accessible for triangleland models, but which require substantial further mathematical machinery, so that I leave details of these applications to future articles. I) Further timeless strategies include 1) the conditional probabilities interpretation [90] , which concerns conditioned questions of being, for example, for minisuperspace Quantum Cosmology 'what is the probability that the universe is flat given that it is isotropic' ? Or, in the present context, 'what is the probability that the triangular model universe is nearly isosceles given that it is nearly collinear?' Arriving at conditional probabilitites interpretation answers to such questions involves construction of mixed states from one's wavefunctions, and thus of density matrices for subsystems with the remaining 'environment' degrees of freedom 'traced out', and also of projectors corresponding to the universe properties evoked in the questions. The conditional probabilities interpretation can be applied where one of the two properties is the reading on a clock variable [90] , and has furthermore been argued to extend, at least in principle, to cover questions of 'becoming' by evoking configurations including 'memories' so as to reduce these into questions of 'being' [91] , but making this practicable remains a very great obstacle. 2) Records theory [90, 51, 52, 11, 53, 25] involves localized subconfigurations of a single instant -whether these contain useable information, are correlated to each other, and whether a semblance of dynamics or history arises from this. RPM's are a more appropriate arena than minisuperspace as regards figuring out whether and how records theory can be set up, due their having a notion of localization in space, and more options for well-characterized localization in configuration space stemming from their kinetic metric being positive-definite.
The current paper's classical work permits [29, 30] having the requisite notion of distance on configuration space (which is additionally related to the measure problem in Cosmology [92, 46] ), and notions of localizability in space (e.g. tallness of a triangle). Next [30] , one would construct notions of information (alias negentropy) both at the classical level and at the quantum level (e.g. in the senses of Shannon, von Neumann, Tsallis [25] ...), including additionally notions of subsystem information, mutual information and correlation. In this respect it is worth noting that QM perturbation theory suffices to build an approximate statistical mechanics [93] . Some questions to address here are: what is the entropy of a classical triangle? And of a quantum one? What is the mutual information of the two 'base' particles and of the third 'apex' particle? Triangleland has some limitations in constructing working models of records theories as compared to 4-stop metroland, due to the latter possessing splits into two nontrivial (2-particle) subsystems: the H-clusterings. II) Perhaps instead it is the histories that are primary (histories theory [51, 94] ). Within this lies a records theory, while histories decohereing is one possible way that a semiclassical regime might be obtained in the first place, by which a succesful combination of histories, records and the semiclassical approach would be an interesting prospect toward resolving the Problem of Time. To build up this approach for the triangleland model, one would need to consider a coarse-graining operation (again related to mixed states and tracing out environments), and subsequently a decoherence functional. N.B. triangleland does have sufficient degrees of freedom as regards having some form of information storage (c.f. [53] : this approach of Halliwell's amounts to a study within histories theory of 'imperfect' records in the context of mixed states of finite systems, and within this approach a subsequent useful object to be computed from the wavefunctions is the Feynman-Vernon influence functional [53] ). III) Semiclassical approach: perhaps instead one has slow, heavy 'H' variables that provide an approximate timestandard with respect to which the other fast, light 'L' degrees of freedom evolve [34, 21, 23] . In Quantum Cosmology the role of H is played by scale (and homogeneous matter modes), so scaled RPM's in scale-shape split are more faithful semiclassical models of this than scalefree RPM's themselves can muster. Exact wavefunctions also serve as useful checks on whether the semiclassical approach's assumptions and approximations are appropriate; modelling this with RPM's matches the quantum cosmological situation most closely if scale is included [27, 2, 20] . IV) Perhaps instead one is to find a time T hidden within classical GR [21] , so that one's starting point at the quantum level is a T-dependent wave equation. Hidden times are also known as internal times, e.g. York time [61, 21, 22] in GR or its Euler time [14, 7] analogue in scaled RPM models (both based on 'dilational' A Q A P A coordinate-momentum combinations); the presence of this sort of hidden time requires scaled RPM models, and is being studied for scaled 4-stop metroland in [27] and for scaled triangleland in [28] .
Quadrilateralland as a Problem of time model
This combines the best of the features of triangleland (nontrivial constraints even in the scaled case so as to be able to parallel effects of the GR momentum constraint in a quantum-cosmological context) and a larger particle number which permits configurations to be split up into two nontrivial subconfigurations), and as such is a useful extension of both of these models as regards investigating the abovementioned Problem of Time strategies. In particular, it is a suitable arena for seeking to combine semiclassical, records and histories theory approaches (with histories decohereing providing the semiclassical regime and records determining which part of the system decohered the rest of the system [50] ).
The price to pay is that quadrilateralland involves harder CP 2 mathematics in place of S 2 mathematics, the physical interpretation of this as the space of quadrilaterals is rather more involved than this paper's counterparts, and the interpretation of the shape variables remains to be worked out [54] (as does the classical and quantum dynamics).
Conclusion
As both 4-stop metroland and triangleland relational particle models (RPM's) for plain rather than oriented shapes have spheres for shape spaces, there are numerous parallels between them. Moreover, 4-stop metroland's shape sphere is easier to study than the triangleland one due to the former having the Cartesian map interpretation and the latter having the Dragt map interpretation. I have applied this observation and prior study of 4-stop metroland [1] so as to improve [4] 's account of triangleland. In particular, I consider the counterpart of [1] 's 4-stop metroland analysis for triangleland's classical and quantum solutions by 1) tessellating the shape sphere by the corresponding physical interpretation. In the case of triangleland, I find the 'austro-boreal Zodiac' tessellation, and two coarse-tilings nested within, to be relevant. This is a different tessellation from that which occurs in 4-stop metroland; albeit both happen to have the same numbers of faces, edges and vertices, the groups and geometries are different in each case. This is in good correspondence to the physical differences between 4-stop metroland and triangleland, the former having e.g. double-double and triple collision points and three perpendicular great circles of double collisions, while the latter has double collision points, equilateral points, an equator of collinearity and meridians of isoscelesness and rightness. 2) Using normalized mass-weighted Jacobi coordinates and identifying the occurrence of Dragt-type coordinates simplifies and clarifies the classical and quantum results of [3, 4] . I furthermore interpret the Dragt-type coordinates as shape quantities: Aniso (a measure of anisoscelesness with respect to a given clustering that assigns which particles are to be the apex and base), Ellip (ellipticity of moments of inertia with respect to a given clustering), and TetraArea (a quantity proportional to the area of the triangle, and which is in some senses deeper though being clustering-independent alias a 'democratic invariant', of which 4-stop metroland has no counterpart). These interpretations at the level of the kinematics may be of wider interest in Molecular Physics. I promote these quantities at the quantum level to shape operators, which provides an 'expectations and spreads' account of the wavefunctions that complements [3] 's 'modes and nodes' account. Moreover, I use not only [4] 's orbital basis centred about a particular clustering, and permutations thereof, but also the 'natural bases' centred about the equilateral configurations, which are more natural in the absense of nontrivial potentials.
By the above means, I give a qualitative account of some simple classical solutions and consider the first few orbitals, large quantum number limits and the effect of a confining potential, building up a wider picture than in [4] of the QM scalefree triangle with harmonic oscillator like potentials. I also provide a superior account of the nature of triangleland's conserved quantities. Also, Mathematical Physics and Molecular Physics provide extra machinery, though I furthermore consider differences between RPM's and well-studied small molecule models that are motivated by the analogy with GR Quantum Cosmology, including at the level of what are then appropriate multiverses. 3) I also consider the quantum-cosmologically important issue of uniform states for triangleland, including by the naïve Schrödinger interpretation. (This furthermore illustrates that this paper's computations have started to make triangleland accessible to Problem of Time applications.) In particular, I find the probability of near-collinearity, which is the opposite of uniformity, (i.e. equilaterality, in that area per unit moment of inertia is small for the former and large for the latter). I find that a simple harmonic-oscillator-like potential concentrates the wavefunction here. More generally, harmonic oscillator-like potentials concentrate the wavefunction around some point on the plane of collinearity; this paper's (γ)-basis is well-adapted for describing this.
Contrasting with [1] , in the present paper I ask questions concerning clustering-independent properties, whether by the good fortune of having democratic invariants (absent in 4-stop metroland) or by summing/averaging over clusterings (which method does extend to 4-step metroland). Moreover, in some cases one does want to consider specific clusters (e.g. the model has 2 heavy particles and a light one and the observer considers the light one to be their galaxy). The advantages of 4-stop metroland are in its cleaner concept of contents inhomogeneity, which arises through being able to partition the universe into 2 clusters of 2 particles each. In triangleland, one can only make such considerations by comparing clusters of 2 particles that overlap as regards which clusters they include. However, triangleland has the advantage of having a nontrivial zero total angular momentum constraint analogue of the GR momentum constraint (including in the case with scale [15, 27, 28] , for which metrolands cease to have any constraints). Such inclusion of scale [15, 27, 28] in RPM's is indeed desirable in setting up analogue models of Quantum Cosmology, of the semiclassical approach [2, 20] to the Problem of Time and of the 'Euler time' analogue [14, 7, 27, 28 ] of York's internal time in GR. The advantages of both 4-stop metroland and of triangleland are unified in quadrilateralland models [54] at the cost of passing from S 2 mathematics to somewhat less straightforward CP 2 mathematics.
